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KEY POINTS 
Pride Month has prompted a wave of homophobic responses from far-right groups and online communities, 

ranging from in-person activism to attack incitements against individuals and LGBTQ-supporting companies. 

Key points follow: 

▪ Pride Month 2022 comes amid increasingly popularized "groomer" conspiracy theories and escalating anti-

LGBTQ political agendas. As a result, the far right’s focus has been more intense than in previous years as 

extremists lock into this new environment.  

▪ While anti-LGBTQ “groomer” conspiracy theories are not new to the far right, such rhetoric has been 

parroted with near-uniformity this year across far-right groups and sub-movements, from white 

nationalists and neo-Nazis to QAnon and Proud Boys.  

▪ Targeted along with LGBTQ communities are government entities, businesses, organizations, and 

journalists seen as supporting them. Companies targeted span various categories, from brick-and-mortar 

retail and automotive manufacturing to tech and telecommunications. As one conspiracy theorist wrote 

while threatening Target stores: “You’re not safe if you support LGBT agenda.”  

▪ Anti-LGBTQ activism from the far right has surfaced across North America and Europe, with actions ranging 

from banner drops and demonstrations to organized vandalism. This activity has also included disrupting 

Pride events, often with the aim of documenting the activity for use in propaganda. 

▪ Since this year’s Pride Month began on June 1, extremists have disrupted or incited violence against several 

types of LGBTQ-related events, from publicized parades and festivals to “Drag Queen Story Hour” events, 

during which drag performers read stories to children and their families.  

▪ Arrests and confrontations resulting from far-right demonstrations have given way to violent incitements, 

with one user writing, “Conservatives should start making fags afraid to be fags again.” 

Several of the posts and other artifacts discussed in this report are archived on SITE’s SourceFeed 

database here. 

  

https://sourcefeedfr.siteintelgroup.com/sourcefeed/item/22448/
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PRIDE MONTH TARGETED BY A CONSPIRACY 
THEORY-DRIVEN FAR RIGHT 
This year’s Pride Month takes place in a unique 

extremist environment. The far right has been 

animated by an evolving series of conspiracy 

theories and social/political flashpoints: unrest 

surrounding racial justice protests, claims of a 

“fraudulent” 2020 presidential election, COVID-19 

vaccination mandates, and so on. Now, as the 

potency of such issues begin to wane, LGBTQ 

issues—and, as a result, Pride Month—are now at 

the forefront of far-right movements’ attention.  

These overlapping culture wars, political agendas, 

and conspiracy theories include “Don’t Say Gay” 

legislation introduced in states like Florida and 

Texas, as well as popularized “groomer” conspiracy 

theories, which generally assert that LGBTQ 

tolerance efforts aim to sexually “groom” children. 

Further feeding the outrage around these 

developments are enduring QAnon conspiracy 

theories about “pedophilia” and backlash against 

so-called woke culture.  

Noting these factors, the far right’s opposition to 

Pride Month is not fueled solely by the socially 

conservative, religious fundamentalist ideologies 

commonly associated with anti-Pride activities of 

previous years. Far-right discourse online—as well 

as rhetoric spouted during far-right anti-Pride 

demonstrations—appeals to QAnon-tinged 

notions of “protecting children” overwhelmingly 

more than it does to “traditional marriage” or 

“God’s will.”  

These statements, which are in many ways new 

iterations of longstanding homophobic notions of 

LGBTQ communities, have been espoused with 

remarkable uniformity across an array of far-right 

movements. From white nationalists and 

accelerationist neo-Nazis to Proud Boys and 

QAnon, each group or movement applies these 

“groomer” and related accusations within their 

more distinct outlooks and conspiracy theories.  

“We do not tolerate those who commit crimes 

against children,” wrote the Idaho branch of the 

white nationalist White Lives Matter movement 

after disrupting a Pride event.  

As the following sections show, these common 

thematic threads between far-right extremist 

communities are fueling not only in-person 

activism and the disruption of Pride events, but 

also threats and incitements against LGBTQ 

communities—as well as the companies, 

organizations, and government officials who 

support them. 

  

https://www.npr.org/2022/04/10/1091543359/15-states-dont-say-gay-anti-transgender-bills
https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/threats-against-teachers-school-administrators-continue-in-response-to-gender-inclusivity-group.html
https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/idaho-white-nationalists-document-coeur-d-alene-anti-pride-demonstration-condemn-patriot-front-arrests.html
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FAR-RIGHT GROUPS’ ANTI-LGBTQ ACTIVISM 
LEADS TO ARRESTS, RALLY CRIES FOR MORE 

 

WLM demonstrators at Pride event in Idaho

Multiple far-right groups have sought to disrupt 

Pride and LGBTQ-related events, from a White 

Lives Matter (WLM) counterdemonstration in New 

Jersey to Proud Boys members hurling “pedophile” 

and “groomer” accusations at a drag performer 

during a California library book-reading event.  

While such instances have largely been free of 

violence, they have nonetheless fueled more 

outrage across the far right. Examples could be 

seen after the arrests of 31 Patriot Front members 

heading to a Pride event in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, 

on June 11. The arrests sparked what an Idaho 

police chief described as phoned in “death threats 

against myself and other members of the police 

department,” as well as an array of conspiracy 

theories against the police. As white nationalist 

group Will2Rise described the arrests: “It was an 

attempt to suppress [Patriot Front’s] participation 

in the protest, and open them up for doxing by 

judeo-left Antifa.”  

Notably, the Coeur d’Alene Pride event was also 

attended by WLM adherents, whose presence was 

promoted in a WLM video published two days 

later. The video shows WLM activists holding a 

banner reading “Groomers are not welcome in 

Idaho” and passing out flyers stating that “33% of 

the child molesters” are from LGBTQ communities. 

A message accompanying the flyer acknowledged 

the arrests of Patriot Front members while zeroing 

in on those promoting inclusivity:  

A consortium of deviants, groomers and 

pedophiles descended on Coeur d’Alene on 

the 11th of June under the guise of "pride" 

and "diversity”…And though open crimes 

against children occurred on stage, police 

and media instead crowed about the 

arrest of alleged "White 

supremacists”…We will call to account the 

businesses who fund this evil, the non-

profits who ally with it and the public 

https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/small-protest-at-pride-event-in-bergen-county-promoted-by-new-jersey-white-nationalists.html
https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/small-protest-at-pride-event-in-bergen-county-promoted-by-new-jersey-white-nationalists.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2022/06/13/proud-boy-drag-queen/
https://www.yahoo.com/news/idaho-police-chief-says-hes-195209111.html
https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/idaho-white-nationalists-document-coeur-d-alene-anti-pride-demonstration-condemn-patriot-front-arrests.html
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institutions who support it with tax 

dollars…  

Feeding into these counterdemonstrations and 

altercations are members of far-right communities 

online, who have specified events for fellow 

extremists to disrupt. Posting a link for a June 25 

Pride event in Pittsburgh, one user in a neo-Nazi 

chat group wrote, “Where’s my Yinzer’s at??” 

(Yinzer is an informal reference to Pittsburgh-area 

natives). 

Similar demonstrations have been seen across 

Europe. In Austria, far-right youth groups hung an 

anti-LGBTQ banner in Eisenstadt and held an anti-

Pride Month demonstration outside a library in 

Vienna, barricading the entrance. In Denmark, 

affiliates of the neo-Nazi Nordic Resistance 

Movement (NRM) disseminated anti-LGBTQ 

propaganda and demonstrated against “LGBT 

Propaganda.” 

A video from France shows masked far-right 

demonstrators disrupting a Bordeaux Pride event 

from a rooftop. The demonstrators held a sign 

reading, “PROTEGEONS LES ENFANTS STOP FOLIE 

LGBT” (“PROTECT CHILDREN STOP LGBT 

MADNESS”). 

 

From video distributed on Telegram, showing far-right 
activists disrupting an LGBTQ event in Bordeaux  

Elsewhere in Europe, European fascist “football 

ultras” on social media launched a competition to 

steal publicly placed Pride flags or related items in 

stores, prompting participation from countries like 

Croatia, France, Switzerland, and Belgium. 

 

  

https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/austrian-white-nationalist-anti-pride-patriot-month-continues-with-eisenstadt-banner-action.html
https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/austrian-white-nationalist-anti-pride-patriot-month-continues-with-eisenstadt-banner-action.html
https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/anti-pride-demonstration-at-vienna-library-documented-by-austrian-identitarians.html
https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/anti-pride-demonstration-at-vienna-library-documented-by-austrian-identitarians.html
https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/nordic-neo-nazis-promote-anti-pride-month-propaganda-demonstrations-in-denmark.html
https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/pride-flags-removed-as-part-of-ongoing-competition-by-fascists-in-france-belgium-switzerland-and-croatia.html
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VIOLENT THREATS FUELED BY “GROOMER” 
ACCUSATIONS 
The international focus on Pride Month by far-right 

extremists has fed into an array of threats and 

incitements against individuals, businesses, and 

LGBTQ targets. During the first half of June, users 

on far-right discussion boards have declared, 

“Rope [hang] the fags” and “It isn't actually bad to 

kill homosexuals, modern society just tells us it is.”  

Altercations between Pride event attendees and 

far-right protesters have similarly given way to 

incitements for violence. After a viral video showed 

a dispute between Pride parade participants and a 

far-right activist in West Hollywood, far-right 

communities online framed the event as an attack. 

“Conservatives should start making fags afraid to 

be fags again,” one declared in response to the 

video. 

Such incitements are often accompanied by links to 

articles or viral videos showing children 

participating in Pride Month activities. For 

instance, on June 3, a neo-Nazi Telegram channel 

shared a screenshot from an article titled, 

“Groomers Say Kids Will Be Exposed to ‘Nudity and 

Kink’ at Pride Parades, But Don't Worry, It's 

'Educational.'” The channel commented, “A few 

good marksmen could take care of this faggot 

problem real quick.” 

Similarly, in a June 14 post to an accelerationist 

neo-Nazi Telegram channel, a user posted a video 

showing dancing children following a drag 

performer at a Pride event. “The only solution for 

2022 is 1933,” the channel wrote, appearing to 

reference the year Adolf Hitler came into power. In 

the comments section of the post, a user posted a 

picture edited to show a rifle aimed at an 

unspecified march. The user commented, “Every 

problem has a solution.” 

 

Image posted as a comment on a June 14 Telegram post  

https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/it-isn-t-bad-to-kill-anti-lgbtq-violent-threats-intensify-on-conspiracy-theory-venues.html
https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/altercation-at-west-hollywood-pride-parade-with-capitol-rioter-sparks-violent-anti-lgbtq-threats.html
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COMPANIES TARGETED: “YOU’RE NOT SAFE IF 
YOU SUPPORT LGBT AGENDA”
Far-right extremists have singled out specific 

companies during Pride Month, whether for those 

companies’ outwardly pro-LGBTQ campaigns or 

their indirect association with Pride Month.  

Examples include an Arizona far-right activists’ 

claim he’d be going to Phoenix-area Target stores 

for their “satanic pride shrines for children,” 

referring to in-store Pride Month displays. “You’re 

not safe if you support LGBT agenda,” he declared. 

Others on an incel (“involuntary celibate”) forum 

called for attacks on Pride parades.  

Children-focused “groomer” conspiracy theories 

have placed Disney, long a subject of such 

narratives for its LGBTQ-inclusive events and 

productions, at the center of such incitements. A 

June 4 post on Patriots.win, a pro-Trump extremist 

forum, contained a meme showing Mickey Mouse 

in a mouse trap below Disney-styled text reading, 

“Die.”  

 

Image posted to Patriots.win on June 4 

“Agreed,” one user wrote.  

The ubiquity of Disney in retail and media spaces 

has placed other companies onto far-right 

extremists’ radar. In the month before Pride 

Month, at least two posts on Patriots.win showed 

products sold as part of Disney’s “Pride Collection.”  

 

Patriots.win post from May 18 

“Grooming [at] Walgreens” one comment read. 

Another read, “Burn in hell Disney.” One 

suggested: 

If it were me there and I was feeling feisty, 

I would pickup the entire thing, walk out 

the front door, walk around to the back of 

the building and throw it into the dumpster 

where garbage belongs. 

Such posts reflect the role companies and 

organizations play in far-right “groomer” 

conspiracy theories and larger anti-“woke” 

stances. Companies can be placed into these 

culture-war-fueled narratives for any act or gesture 

https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/call-to-behead-lgbtq-people-sparks-violent-incitements-on-incel-forum.html
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seen as LGBTQ-friendly. As a Proud Boys Telegram 

channel wrote in the month before Pride Month: 

In recent years, June has become a public 

celebration of homosexuality, sexual 

perversion and degeneracy, complete with 

day long parades and festivals. This is 

openly encouraged(i.e. child grooming in 

schools) and protected by the system but it 

is sponsored by nearly every single 

multinational corporation; AT&T, Ford, 

Google, etc 

 

Image accompanying a May 11 post to a Proud Boys 
Telegram channel  

https://ent.siteintelgroup.com/Far-Right-/-Far-Left-Threat/at-t-ford-google-accused-of-complicity-in-lgbtq-child-grooming-by-proud-boys.html

